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For over 20 years, Harvey Siegal, professor of
community health in the School of Medicine, has
focu ed hi groundbreaking re earch in substance abu e
treatment and prevention on the street of Dayton.
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A TRIP TO UGANDA, THE PEARL OF AFRICA
Last December, Lillie Howard, professor of Engli hand
a ociate provost for academic affair , was a member of
a WSU delegation that traveled to Uganda to forge tie
with two new sister universitie .
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"Dayton is a city you can put your arms around," says
Harvey Siegal. Dayton has served as a social laboratory
for his research in substance abuse prevention and
treatment.

0

FIGHTING DRUGS IN DAYTON

By

F

Connie

Steele

rom a distance,
Dayton's skyline

appears like many midsized cities scattered
throughout America's
heartland. Not evident
in the cityscape are
signs of a war raging
throughout the nation.
From the city's gritty
urban streets to the
manicured lawns of
suburbia, Harvey Siegal,
professor of community
health, has been on the
front lines in Dayton to
end substance abuse and
its devastating effects on
society.
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"Substance abuse
touches every family
in America today.
It's our largest
public health problem.
Its cost in terms of
health care,
unemployment,
poverty, and violence
is immense."
Harvey Siegal

•
"Substance abuse touches every family
in America today. It' our largest public
health problem, " says Siegal. "Its cost in
terms of health care, unemployment,
poverty, and violence is immense."
Siegal is founder and director of
Wright State University's Substance
Abu e Intervention Programs (SAIP), a
division of the Department of Community
Health in the School of Medicine. SAIP
employ a multidi ciplinary team of
anthropologi ts, statistician , social
workers, health educator , and counselors
who conduct academic research and
provide services in the prevention and
treatment of substance abuse.

Providing the Grist
As a whole, Dayton's drug problems
are similar to those of other cities its size.
In fact, Dayton's midwestern character
provides the grist for SAIP' s groundbreaking research.
"Dayton is a city you can put your arms
around," Siegal says. "We can do things
here that simply wouldn't work in cities
like New York or Los Angeles. Chronic
drug u ers tend to be transient. In large
cities, a person can get swallowed up by
just moving a couple blocks away. In
4 Community Spring 97

Dayton, someone can usually find
someone else by talking to those they
know."
Such long term follow-up is crucial in
studying drug use patterns and assessing
long-term outcomes of treatment plans.
"We're asking 'what's going on in our
community?' " explains Siegal. "How can
we get people into treatment, keep them
in treatment? And if they are on drugs,
how can we diminish the risks until they
can get off?"
One activity of SAIP indicates how
widespread the problem is. The Dayton
Area Drug Survey, a collaborative effort
of SAIP, United Health Services, and area
schools, surveys about 8,000 students
every other year to learn the extent of
alcohol, drug, and tobacco use. Designed
by Russel Falck, assistant professor of
community health, the study was first
conducted in 1989 and compares the drug
use of local youth with national data. The
study is the most extensive and longest
running survey of its kind in Ohio.
"The 1996 study revealed that Daytonarea teens are using drugs at a rate equal
to or greater than their national peers,"
says Falck. "The message for parents and
others concerned about youthful drug
abuse is that they need to be actively
involved with young people. They need
to spend time, lots of time, helping
children grow up. Just wishing drug
abuse will go away is not going to work."

A More Humane Approach
The primary trategy in our nation'
drug war has been to center the fight in the
criminal justice system. While legalizing
drug is omething that Siegal doe n't
upport, he i adamant in hi belief that
simply jailing drug u er will accompli h
little. He i among tho e profe ional
who believe that a public health approach
is a more effective and humane way to
manage substance abuse.
"Our nation's war on drugs is lopsided
in approach," he adds. "Today, more than
two-thirds of our resources go to interdiction-trying to keep drugs out of the
country-and law enforcement. This
simply is not working. Street drugs are a
available and are actually cheaper today
than 10 years ago. What we need to do is
put more of our resources in prevention,
intervention, and treatment."
A recent award from the National
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) is
funding a study of aftercare participation
of veterans who have undergone inpatient
treatment for drug use.
"We want to see if clients are more
likely to follow through with aftercare
treatment if the services are offered in a
community setting rather than at the
hospital," says Richard Rapp, project
director. "We' re including a case management component that addresse other
areas of their lives, such as employment,
housing, and health care-something new
in the drug treatment field."
Adds Siegal, "We want to make it
work for the long haul. Therapies are all
here, our community partners are supportive, and it will come together."

of

The Toll Drinking
and Driving
Illegal drugs are not alone in wrecking
havoc on our society- alcohol is the
most abused drug in America today. No
where is this more evident than on our
nation's highways, where every year more
than 17 ,000 are killed due to drinking and
driving.

mo. t live ."On average, m re than 2,400
from an eight-county area come through
the program each year.

AIDS -Another
Battlefront

Ta kling the problem from a public
health . tance. Siegal develop d the
inn ative Weekend Interventi n
Pr gram (WIP) in 1978.
WIP i an inten ive three-day re idential program for per on convicted of
drunken driving, referred by a court in
lieu of jail time. With a heavy empha i
on coun eling, WIP force participant to
confront the role that alcohol and drug
play in their live . If deemed nece ary,
the taff refer client to treatment
programs, and the c urt can mandate
attendance a term of their pr bation.
J hn W. Wurt , former judge for
Kettering Municipal Court, referred many
to the program during hi 18 years on the
b nch.
"Other pr grams tend to be just
lectur . and film ab ut the danger of
ale h I and drunk driving," ay. Wurt .
"WIP force them to get on the tick right
in the beginning-I believe it' the focu
on individual and group counseling that
make it a ucce ."
A tudy conducted in 1986 by WSU'
School of Medicine and the National
Highway Traffic Safety Admini tration
found that graduate of WIP had a
dramatically lower rate of recidivi m than
th e who only erved jail time or had
su pended entence .
The fir t driver intervention program
of it kind in the nation, WIP ha ince
been u ed a a model for imilar program
aero the country and in Canada.
"Thi program i probably cl e t to
my heart," say Siegal. "It' touched the

In 1991, AIP began the Daytonolumbus AID Prevention Re..,carch
Project, which studied the risk-taking
behavi r. f the area's drug users and
a e sed ffective way to educate them
about reducing the ri k of getting AIDS.
Funded by NIDA, the project wa
conducted in cooperation with the
Montgomery County Health Di trict and
Project CURE, a community-ha ed drug
treatment program.
One component of the tudy conducted
by anthropologi t Robert Carl on,
a ociate profe or of community health,
debunked the myth that needle sharing
erved more a a ocial bonding ritual
rather than one of practicality.
"It' important to know what i really
happening on the treet if we're to help
people," explain Carl on. "Profe ional
can't de ign and deliver hard hitting,
ffective program with ut understanding
what they're up against. It' what the guy
on the street thinks, and feels, that i.
important, not the sp culations f some
professor, . mewhere."

"Harvey is comfortable
working with people
at their level.
He's able to work
with the down and out
on the streets
as effectively as he can
work with a judge.
He loves the interaction."
Phyllis Cole,
Program Manager,
Weekend lntenention Program

Montg mery County Health Di. trict
has since ad pted many of the project'
findings in it AID preventi n w rk. "I
er dit the very low sera-positive (HIV)
rate among the city's crack and cocaine
users to the pr grams started by Dr. iegal
and his research acti itics," says Diane
Alexander. the h alth district's supervisor
for AID Pr grams, P rsonal Health
Division. "Thi · issue had not been
touched in our community before."
Statistic from the health di. trict how
that about 3 percent of Dayton' active
injecti n drug u er are HIV po itive
compared to rate of around 50 percent for
larger citie uch a New York.

On the Streets
On the fr nt line of SAIP' re earch
are the outreach w rker , who, in order to
qualify for the job, mu t be reformed drug
u er wh have erved jail time. U ing
their former drug connection , they help
recruit and track re earch ubject ·.
Outreach worker Ricky Fo ter, who e
oft- poken demeanor belie hi hulking
figure and three jail term , explain that
de pite his exten ive connection to the
underground drug culture, there are ri k
to the job.
'There's alway a fear that pe pie on
the trcet will think that I'm an undercover cop. We have to work to develop
tru t," he . ay . "But i r the mo t part, it'
ea y to get participants. Word get
around. I know the community, and they
know me. And thi work make me feel
good about my elf. I care about where I
came from, and now I'm doing omething
po iti e for my community."
Earlier on in hi career, Siegal him elf
wa on the treet gathering information
for hi tudie . However, today' drug
culture require intermediarie uch a
Fo ter.
"Crack ha changed everything," ay
Siegal. "Today' addict are more angry,
violent, and paranoid than the h roin
addict of 30 year ago. Back then, I could
be thi guy with long hair and hang out,
there wa a en e that everything wa OK.
That doe n't hold true today-it would be
too dangerou for me ne like me."
Community Spring 97
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"Just Be With Folk"
Throughout hi career of learning about
the de tructive force at work in the human
p yche, Siegal' tyle ha been that of a
participant/ob erver, a de ire to "ju t be
with folk." To fully under tand what
motivate and u tain tho eon the fringe
of ociety, he's slept in homeles helter ,
lived in flop hou e , and hung out on treet
corners.
As Phylli Cole, program manager for
WIP, explains, "Harvey is comfortable
working with people at their level. He's
able to work with the down and out on the
streets as effectively as he can work with a
judge. He loves the interaction."
Siegal' first experience of living
among those he studied was as a doctoral
student from Yale in 1970. He spent 18
months on New York City's upper west
side of Manhattan, living in single room
occupancy hotel (SRO ) and skid row
areas. Siegal wanted to understand how
those with limited financial and social
resources could survive under such
dehumanizing and wretched conditions.
He entered the world of the SRO, living on
the ame monthly income a the re ident .
Although SROs may be considered an
example of urban blight, Siegal found that
they are often the last top from open
society to homelessness and institutionalization for the residents. Siegal chronicles
that work in his book Outposts of the
Forgotten.
After completing his doctoral thesis,
Siegal went on to do more field work for
another program based in Miami, Florida.
"At that time, there was a heroin
epidemic cooking throughout the nation. I
was involved in a large-scale survey of
drug use in the U.S. Nothing like that had
been done before."
Drawing on his interest and skills as a
participant/observer researcher, Siegal
traveled to midwestern cities such as
Minneapolis "in the middle of winter,"
checking into a motel and "putting on my
skid row clothes." He lived on the street,
spending time in missions and soup
kitchens.
6
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Anthropologist Robert Carlson and outreach worker Ricky Foster drive through the streets of Dayton to recruit
and follow up on research subjects.

"After I had enough information, I
would then put on my 'Dr. Harv' co tume,
which at that time wa a double knit suitthe good thing about them wa that they
didn't wrinkle-and go back and interview
the same people that I had hung out with.
This was how I would get the story from
the bottom up, then the top down. At the
same time, a team of folks would do formal
interviews so that I could get the statistical
package."
Living among those unable or unwilling
to fit into society's norms, Siegal often
found an inner resourcefulne s and
compassion.

"Not to romanticize life at the bottom,
but when I was hanging out on Times
Square, I found that the only way these
people survive is by caring for each other.
They would establish quasi-families.
Women would adopt alcoholic menthey' d be almost a Madonna figure.
Sometimes you'd get someone who was
physically bedridden team up with
someone who was mentally challenged.
Together they would become one mind
and one body-a whole person."

School of Medicine
Substance Abuse
Intervention Programs

"Feeling That Old Itch
Again"
In 1975, Siegal was offered a position at
Wright State's new medical school, with
the opportunity to help build a program in
social and behavioral sciences from ground
zero.
"Soon, though, I began to feel that old
itch again. I wanted to do more than teach
in a classroom-I wanted to do the booze
and dope studies again," he says.
Today, Siegal's involvement with SAIP
is primarily that of administrator. He also
consults for other drug programs across the

country and erve a a grant reviewer
for the National In titute of Health.
"Harvey and hi team are among the
mo t productive that we upport in the
inve tigation of ub tance abu e and
HIV prevention re earch," ay Richard
Needle, chief of Community Re earch
Branch of NIDA. "The fact that he'
held together an out tanding
multidi ciplinary team a long as he has
i a tribute to his succe as an administrator."
Siegal has garnered over $14 million
dollars in research and grant money for
Wright State over the last six years,
putting him at the top for research and
sponsored program dollars to the
university during that time.
"I've never been interested in
research purely for the sake of research," he adds. "I ay, 'OK, given
what we know about addiction, what
can we do about it? What can we do to
make the community, the world, a
better place?"

Weekend Intervention Program
An intensive three-day intervention
program for convicted drunken drivers.
Program is self-supporting.

Coming Back to Life

AIDS Prevention Intervention Project
Conducted from 1991 through 1996,
the study investigated risk-reduction
strategies for the area's drug and crack
users. Funded by NIDA and the Ohio
Department of Alcohol and Drug
Addiction Services. Findings have been
implemented by Montgomery County
Health District.

Siegal admits that there is no pat
an wer, no magic bullet, that can
eliminate completely the spectre of
drugs on today's society. But he has
witnessed enough victories to know that
we don't have to concede defeat.
"I've een people who have died and
have literally come back to life. The
le on that they teach u i -if you look
deep enough, look down deep insidethere is a spark there. We're all cut from
the ame cloth. If we give up on these
people, then we give up on ourselves.
"Ultimately we need to diminish
people's hunger for drugs. If we can do
that, we will win this war." ~

Substance Abuse Resources and
Disability Issues (SARDI)
Conducts research, provides
consultation, and conducts training on
substance abuse and its relationship to
disabilities. Currently holds two major
research grants from the National
Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation
Research and the Center for Substance
Abuse Prevention.
Case Management Enhancement Project
Conducted in collaboration with the
Dayton Veterans Affairs Medical Center
and funded by a grant from the National
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) to
research effective after-care strategies
for treating crack/cocaine users in a
community setting.

Dayton Area Drug Survey
A biennial survey of drug use among
Dayton-area school students. A collaborative effort of SAIP and United Health
Services.
Health Services Research Project
A five-year study that began field
operations in 1996 to study the natural
course of crack/cocaine use in Dayton
and its costs to health care services.
Funded by NIDA. ~
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Metropolitan Lecture Series
EuJ '\II A DER o , noted s iol gist and
author, ft red in ebruary a uniqu
p r pective int daily life in our inner
c1t1 with " treetwi e: Cod
of the Street," thi year' Metr politan
Lectur Serie
pre entati n.
Ander on believe
that th d pair
found in our inner
citie ha pawned
an "oppo itional
culture" who e
norms are often
con ciou ly
Elijah Anderson
oppo ed to those
of main tream ciety, re ulting in uch
thing a teen pregnancy and gang
iol nee. Ander on is the Chari and
William L. Day Profe or of th Social
cience at th Uni er ity of P nn ylvania and an xpert on American ociology.
Ander on' l cture was sp nsored by the
College of Liberal Arts and other campu
organizati n . (iij

Chemistry Department
Ranked Nationally
Tm. D P'\RTME T OF H ML TRY was ranked
15th in the nati n for the awarding of
Ma ter of Science degree , ace rding to
the Chemical and Engineering News, the
magazine of the American Chemical
ociety. The ociety, the large t cientific
organization in the U.S., ranked chemi try
d partments at 300 college and univer iti . Eighteen tudent received their
ma ter' in chemi try here in 1995. ~

Student Films
Earn Top Awards

A scene from NightSwimmmg

Women's Studies Lecture
JULIAN E MALVEAux's vi it to campu
potlighted W om n' Hi tory Month
celebration in March. The noted economi t, lectur r, and
yndicated colurnni t
initiat d the new
Women' Studie
Lecture S rie with her
lecture entitled ' I Thi
a Good as It Get ?:
Mea ured Economic
Growth and the Status
Julianne Malveaux
Quo, ' and 1 d a
di cu ion about bridging the gap between
black and white women. Her vi it wa
pon ored by the Women' Center and
other campu organization . ~
8 Community Spring 97

Two FILM BY wsu T DE T garnered
national acclaim by the tel vi ion and
m tion picture indu try.
Night wimrning, a 25-minute, hort
drama ab ut a young man c ming to grip
with hi mother' death, wa nominated
t r a tudent Academy Award by the
Academy of Motion Picture Art and
Science . Written and directed by Brian
Whitley for hi junior proj ct, NightSwimming wa creened at the Chicago
Art In titute in April. Winner will be
announced at the end of May. A with all
tudent film , Whitley and hi tudent
crew bore the co t of producing the film,
which took $30, 00 and 14 month to
make.

cnior film stud nt hawn Bennett
received a second place mrny Award at
the A ademy of T l is ion Art. and
cienc s' 1 th Annual allege Award in
March for hi mo ie, Night Owl . The
film wa elected from 390 entrie
repre enting 144 college and univer itie
from 43 tate . Night Owls i about a man
and woman who come together late at
night in a donut hop. The two truggle to
overcome their hyne , but in the end,
leave without peaking to each other. The
film took two year and 5,0 0 to
complete. ~

Model UN Team Wins Again
STUD TD L GATIO wa
one of I 0 team honored a a Di tingui hed Delegation at the 1997 Model
United Nation Conference in March.
Held at the United Nation Headquarter
in N w York, the cont r n e i one of the
m st prest1g1ou fit kind, drawing
teams from 161 colleges and univer iti
r pre. enting 14 countries and f ur
continents. The award was pr , ented to
the Wright State team for repre enting
France in a United Nation imulation.
Thi i the 17th con ecutive year that
WSU tudent have di tingui hed
them elve at an internati nal c nferenc
of thi caliber.
Thirty tudent , along with faculty
advi or Donna Schlagheck and Elizabeth
Coughlan, attended the conference. Their
performance prompted France ' Pre
Secretary to the UN, Pierre-Henri
Guignard, to ay that their white paper on
the country' policy wa "the be t and
mo t comprehen ive paper ever submitted
to them by a tudent delegation."
The team wa upported by the College
of Liberal Art and the Office of the
Provo t. ~

WRIGHT STATE'

Faculty Honors
Faculty Awards of Excellence
THE 1996-97 A ADEMI YEAR began with
everal faculty members being honored for
their exceptional service to the university
and the community. President Harley Flack
presented the Presidential Awards for
Excellence to four faculty members for
their outstanding contributions in teaching,
research, professional service, and overall
excellence. The recipients were selected by
WSU administrators, deans, and faculty
and recognized at the annual convocation,
"Wright Start," held in September. Three
other faculty members were honored by
the Board of Trustees.

Award Named for Emmett Orr
The Montgomery County Alcohol,
Drug Addiction, and Mental Health
Services Board established a volunteer
award to honor Emmett Orr, assistant dean
in the School of Professional Psychology,
for his more than 20 years of service to the
Dayton community.

Presidential Award for
Faculty Excellence in
Teaching

Presidential Award for
Faculty Excellence in
Research

Larry Ream , associate
professor of anatomy

Shumei Guo,
professor of
community health,
School of Medicine

Presidential Award for
Outstanding Faculty
Member of the Year

Presidential Award for
Faculty Excellence in
Professional Service

Neal Rote , professor
of microbiology and
immunology,
professor of
obstetrics and
gynecology

Margaret Clark
Graham, associate
professor of nursing,
director of Family
Nurse Practitioner
Program

Brage Golding
Distinguished
Professor of Research
Marian Kazimierczuk,
professor of electrical
engineering

Frederick A. White
Distinguished
Professor of
Professional Service

Montgomery County
Alcohol, Drug
Addiction, and Mental
Health Services
Volunteer of the
Year Award
Emmett Orr, assistant
dean, School of
Professional
Psychology

Presidential Early
Career Award for
Scientists and
Engineers
Keith Grasman ,
assistant professor of
biological sciences

Grasman Earns White House Honor
Keith Grasman, assistant professor of
biological ciences, received the Presidential Award for Scienti t and Engineers at a
ceremony at the White House in December.
The Presidential Award is the highest
honor bestowed by the U.S. government
to outstanding scientists and engineers
beginning their independent careers.
Grasman's award was in recognition of
his re earch on the effects of pollutants
on fish-eating birds of the Great Lake . ~

1997 Trustees Award
for Faculty Excellence
Donna Schlagheck,
associate professor
of political science

I

Robert D. Reece,
professor of religion;
professor and chair,
Department of
Community Health,
School of Medicine
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WSU Budget
Unchanged Until
1998

Humpty Dumpty's Revenge
AN ENGINEERING STUDENT drops her entry and reacts to the results in the annual Egg Drop Contest, one
of the activities scheduled by the College of Engineering and Computer Science as part of National
Engineers Week in February. In addition to the egg drop contest, students participated in a Nerd
Fashion Show, which made fun of engineer stereotypes, and an E-lympics, with competitions such
as a mouse pad slide and a toilet paper wrap. The week also included a TEAMS competition that
drew over 33 Ohio high chool who competed against each other in solving engineering problems,
a National Engineering Aptitude Search te t to help high chool students identify academic strengths
and weaknes es, and tours of the college's laboratories and facilities. ~

Two Honorary Degrees Awarded
THE WRJGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
Board of Tru tees will confer
the honorary Doctor of
Humane Letters upon Steven
Ma on, chair of the board and
chief executive officer of the
Mead Corporation, and
Jeraldyne Blunden, founder
and artistic director of the
Dayton Contemporary Dance
Company, at WSU' s June 14
commencement ceremony.
Wright State has awarded
honorary degrees to individuals who have demonstrated
outstanding achievement and
service since 1976.
A former member and
chair of WSU Board of
10
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Trustee , Mason's leadership
helped WSU establish the
School of Nursing, restructure
the Department of Engineering to become a School of
Engineering, participate in the
fir t cooperative on-line
library system in Ohio, and
award its first Ph.D. degrees
in biomedical science.
Blunden' s vision of
creating and sustaining an
internationally recognized
cultural treasure has brought
unprecedented acclaim to The
Dayton Contemporary Dance
Company. Her dedication and
work with the Department of
Theatre Arts created a unique

pre-profes ional training
opportunity for Wright State
tudents. Blunden is one of
only five Ohioans to receive
the prestigiou MacArthur
Fellowship. ~

See You on the Web
VISITED the wsu web site
lately? We've got a whole
new look, including an online
version of Community. Visit
us at www.wright.edu. To see
Community, click the "News &
Calendars" button, then scroll
to "University Publications and
Broadcasting." ~

WRIGHT STATE'S BUDGET will
remain e entially unchanged
during the next year, announced John Flei chauer,
provost, at a mid-January
academic council meeting.
"Becau e the planning
proce s will not be complete
in time for the upcoming
budget year, Wright State
tru tees have agreed to a oneyear budget with minimal
operational changes so that we
can begin biennial budgeting
in line with the new plan and
the state's budget cycle in
1998-2000," he said.
In his report on the
progres of the trategic
planning proce , Flei chauer
aid that ince November, the
trategic planning council ha
reviewed nearly 100 of the
po sible trategic five-year
goals for the university.
They have also undertaken
a review of the nearly 300
program planning selfreview. "So far, we have
reviewed all academic and
student service programs
submitted, " he said, "and will
next address administrative
programs."
Eventually, the five-year
goals, along with information
from the program selfreviews, will serve as guidelines for departmental action
plans tied to the budgeting
process. ~

J

Students Reap Big Returns

William E. Thornton flew on shuttle missions in
1983 and 1985. (Photo courtesy of NASA)

NASA Taps WSU Libraries
DR. WILLIAM E. THORNTO , aero pace
medicine phy ician and National Aeronautics and Space Admini tration
(NASA) cienti t, and the NASA John on
Space Center have donated a sizable
collection of original data and re earch
record to the Univer ity Librarie . The
Thornton collection-original graphic,
magnetic tape, written data, reduced and
analyzed data, report , ome hardware,
photo , illu tration and other aero pace
medicine re earch record dating from
NASA mi ion in the mid-sixties
through 1987-will be held in the
Fordham Health Science Library'
Special Collection and Archive .
"The e are an extremely rich resource
for our re idents," said Stanley R.
Mohler, director of the aero pace
medicine residency program. "We are the
premier facility for aero pace medicine
civilian , and collection like this help
make u o."
Wright State Univer ity Libraries are
one of only four ites that will house data
from huttle missions. The other are the
John on Space Center, The Goddard
Space Flight Center, and the National
Space Science Data Center. ~

A H A E LA
n the . t k market i reaping big return both in term of educational
value and in actual pr fit for Wright State Foundation cholar hip .
Finance 480: Real Money Inve ting i a three-quarter cour e in which tudent apply
what they learn about the tock market to manage an actual portfolio of tock and
ecuritie . The portfolio wa e tabli hed with $30,000 in seed money from the WSU
Foundation. Any profit from the inve trnent are rolled back into the foundation's
endowment funds to provide more money for cholarships. All told, the Raider Asset
Management Fund has grown to around $50,400 in market value as of May 1997.
While fund performance is one goal of the cour e, the bottom line i to teach about the
tock market and investing, say clas advi or Robert Sweeney, profe or and chair,
Department of Finance, In urance, and Real E tate. "The student are not graded on fund
performance, they're graded on what they learn."
"The board ha been very impre ed with the students' profe ionali m," ays chair of
the finance subcommittee, Riad Yammine (pre ident, Ernro Marketing Co.). "We see our
involvement a upporting the educational mis ion of the univer ity, which is the purpose
of the foundation. I think we made a good investment in these students." ~

Corporate Appeal Kicks Off Fifth Year
THE 1997 CORPORATE APPEAL got off to an enthusiastic tart at an April 16
..
luncheon to kick off thi annual campaign. Headed by Beth E. Mooney,
chairman and chief executive officer of Bank One Dayton, the 1997
appeal mark the fifth con ecutive year that the corporate community ha
rallied to upport the mis ion of the univer ity by rai ing money to
upport cholarship , program , and outreach effort . Approximately 400 .
'area bu ine leader have erved a volunteer , ecuring commitment
totaling $1,676,000 over the pa t four year . Thi year, 100 volunteers
Beth E. Mooney
from the busine community will olicit their colleagues with the goal of raising
$435,000.
"A a public univer ity, Wright State receives only 40 percent of it budget from the
tate," ay Mooney. "It' imperative that the bu iness community invest in the growth
and trength of the univer ity, one of the Miami Valley' mo t valuable re ource ." ~

·fj

New Major Gifts to WSU
School of Medicine-$300,000 from the e tate of Donald L. Ranville
Student loan fund-$25,000 from the Charles E. Schell Foundation
David S. Gutridge Endowed Business Scholarship Fund- $20,000 from )VSU
alumnus David S. Gutridge
Lois F. Renner Lucero Memorial Scholarship Fund, College of Nursing and
Health-$25,250 from Eddie F. Lucero
Edgar Hardy Chemistry Scholarship Fund-$31,250 from Edgar and
Catherine Hardy
Dr. Jean T. and Phyllis Nussey Dubois Memorial Scholarship in Chemistry$50,000 from thee tate of Phylli N. Dubois
College of Education and Human Services-$50,000 Incentive Award in Teacher
Education from the DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund, Institute for Educational
Inquiry ~
Community Spring 97
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Homecoming 1997: A Time of Rediscovery
hundreds f alumni
return d t the Wright
tate campu · t r
Homecoming 97. The
week of fe tivitie
included a Mexican
Fie ta pon ored by the
Betsy Brown
Bu ine Alumni
A ociate , a murder my tery dinner
th atre, the hilariou tand-up comic
Carrot Top, and alumni reception for
charter member , v lunteer , and new
WSU tudent . The week' activitie
culminated with an exciting ba ketball
game again t Cleveland State, where the
college of Liberal Art , Engineering and
Computer Science, Education and Human
Service , and Bu ine and Admini tration
ho ted alumni reception along the Ervin J.
Nutter Center' concour e and in the Berry
Room. Bet y Brown, Alumni A ociation
pre ident, offer ome thought ab ut what
Homecoming 97 meant to her and her
fellow alumni.
RY,

Q: What was the high p int of
homecoming week?

A: It wa th excit ment f talking to th
many alumni who came back to campu ,
many for the fir t time since they
graduated. A omeone who vi it the
campu regularly, I ometime forget that
many of our graduate are unaware of the
many change that have taken place. For
the a ociation, it wa the charter member
dinner honoring the original member .
Twenty-five year later, we're till
following in their foot tep .

Q: How ha the campu changed ince
you were a tudent?

A: When I attended Wright State, the
quad was the main focal point of tudent
life. Today there are so many ther
activitie going on, e pecially at the
Nutter Center and Student Union. And of
cour e another big chang i in tudent
hou ing. It' gone from 250 tudent to
about 230 . Today. the campu i like a
small town!

use of thew rkout facilities in the Nutter
nter, discount tickets to events . uch as
theatre pr duction~ and lecture , and u e
of th library facilitie . And of cour e,
member hip provide many opportunitie
to help recruit tudent , mentor tudent
and other alumni, and network and
ocialize with new and Id friend .
After thi year' homecoming, I am
reminded again of how the univer ity ha
o much to offer alumni. I trongly urge
tho e alumni who aren't members to
become one today. It' a connection
that can la t a lifetime. ~

8~~
Pre ident, WSU Alumni A ociation
(Ed. Note: see membership application on pg. 24)

Q: How can the a o iati n h Ip alumni
participate in campu life?

A: The Alumni A ociati n h Ip make
the campu acce ible to member by
providing di count member hip to the
fitne center at the Student Union and

TOP: Molly Knight (80 M.Ed .) and
Mike Petsch (85 B.S.B.) learned
how to "surf the net" at an internet
seminar sponsored by the
Business Alumni Associates.
LEFT: Family fun was the name
of the game at the Raider vs.
Cleveland State Homecoming
Game. Rooting for the threepointers are from left, front row:
Tim (82 B.S.B.) and Bridget
Winchester, along with son Ryan .
Back row: Sean Monaghan
(91 B.S.B.) and Melissa Monaghan
Coy (91 B.S.B.) FAR LEFT: Tom
Brookey (84 B.S.B.) and daughter
Lauren enjoy the game.
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Bo rn G. LANGoo (77 B. .,
79 M.A.) is pre ·id nt and chief
executive offic r of The Maria-J . eph
Living Care Center, a long-term ar
facility that
offer even
level of care.
Maria-Jo eph
i a member of
Samaritan
Health
Partner , a
ub idiary of
Premier Health
Partner , and Catholic Health Initiative . The center ha 550 employee
and 440 beds.
A native of Arkan a , Langdon
earned her undergraduate degree in
. ciology and her ma ter' degree in
behavioral cience at WSU. She ha
al o done po t graduate work at Ohio
State and Duke univer itie and i. a
licen ed nur ing home admini trator.
Langdon' tenure at Maria-J . eph
began in 1979 a director f the
Managed Care C ordinated Pr ~ect.
She moved up to director of planning
in 1980, vice pre ident of profe ional
ervice in 1985, and in 1989 wa
named pre ident and chief executive
officer.
Langdon extend her profe ional
experti e to teaching and ervice a
well: he i a i tant clinical profe or
in the Department of Community
Health in Wright State' School of
Medicine and it on the chool'
Gerontology Advisory Board and
Steering Committee.
Langdon lives in Oakwood with her
hu band, Gib, and enjoy a wide
variety of outdoor activities uch a
golf, walking, and biking.~

T
Y DRURY (96 M .• ) returned to Wright
tatc in March as a f r ster with the National
F rest ervicc n year after receiving his
ma. ter' degr in bi logy with an empha. i in
fore t ecol gy. He and hi two-man team came
from Wa hington tate to collect information
from two 1200- quare-foot tand of tree in
Wright State wood for the National Fore t
Fire Rating Sy tern. Ob ervation gathered at
the e ite , which includ oak, maple, hickory,
a h, elm, and buckeye tree , will be compiled with information from 12 other ite that
repre ent the central hardwood eco y tern. "Thi i one of the few area left in Ohio with big,
old tree ," aid Drury. "I . tudied in thi fore t with Jame Runkle, who i well known for hi
work in Ea tern deciduou fore t ."
Drury and hi team will compile the information gathered in Wright State' wood with
that of 20 ther eco y tern they are tudying throughout the U.S. They have studied plot in
Ala ka, pine in Oregon, gra lands in Illinoi , wamp y tern in Florida, poco in on North
Carolina' Outer Bank , and oak avanna in Minne ota. The tudy, de igned for fore t
managers, will help determine fore t fire potential by mea uring forest fuel and tand
characteri tic . ~

JOE

GRE

IS

(95 B.F.A.) upplem nted hi National
Merit Sch lar hip
during his studie at
Wright State by doing
tand-up comedy
acr . . even tate .
Hi experience and
wit served him well:
hi fir t original creenplay, IGHT-AND-AHALF HOURS, garnered a contract with a
Los Angele talent agency before hi graduation. He ha ince penned three more script ,
and Hollywood production companie are
reading them. In addition to er enwriting,
Gre sis launched hi own company, Cigarbox
Pictures, Ltd., to film hi mo t recent cript,
REMOTE CONTROL, which i scheduled to
begin filming thi ummer in Dayton. Gressis
ha been working on ca ting and putting
together an inve tor group for the film's
production. REMOTE CONTROL, ba ed on
real event , i a modern, edgy, atirical
comedy about three lo ers who decide to try
daytime burglary. ~

LORI SCHE KELHOFF (96 B. .B.) plac d

ec nd in the state on the uniform CPA
exam with a sc r f 361 ut of 400.
·mall percentage of accountancy
grads take the exam and an even maller
percentage pa the exam," ay Robert
Jo eph, a i tant director of the Accountancy Board of Ohio that admini ter the te t
twice a year. "About 2,500 took the exam in
November, and of tho e, maybe 1, 100 were
taking it for the fir t time."
Scheckelhoff wa one of only 166 who
pa ed all four part of the exam-law and
profe ional re ponsibility, auditing, nonfinancial accounting and report , and
financial reporting and accounting- on
their fir t attempt.
"Lori clearly di tinguished her elf early
in the proce ," aid Sonia Brech a, chair of
accountancy. "She won cholarship and
award every year and wa alway up
in front. We were thrilled when he won
econd in the tate, but we weren't
surpri ed." ~
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From Raising Arizona to Fargo, the drawings of

J. Todd Anderson go

Frolll the Dra-wing Board
HLIKETHE
CHARACTER MARG
GUNDER
, the police
officer from Brainard,
Minne ota, who inve tigate a erie of brutal
murder in the Academy
Award-nominated film
Fargo, J. Todd Ander on
(82 B.F.A./B.A.) has kept
Anderson with film makers Ethan (left)
hi Midwestern sense of
and Joel Coen
per pecti ve and common
ense while working in a world peopled by sometimes bizarre
character . In fact, Anderson know Gunder on pretty well: he
not only had a hand in her creation, he was also the victim in
one of the murder he investigated.
Ander on ha worked with film makers Joel and Ethan
Coen on every one of their films, including Fargo, since
Raising Arizana, relea ed in 1987. Ander on i a storyboard
arti t. He take the director's vision and put it on paper,
creating a vi ual road map for the actor and crew to follow.
"I come in very early in the proces ,"says Anderson. "After
we get a cript, I meet with the director. I try to get whatever i
in the director' head and interpret hi image o everyone
working on the movie can under tand it. I go into hi head with
a fla hlight and probe around to find out what' in it. Then I
draw it for other . I lay down the vi ual principle that everyone will u e."
It take Ander on about five or six weeks to produce the 600
four-by-six-inch drawings needed for an entire movie. He doe
rough in pencil and finishes the detail with markers and ink.
Like many, Ander on' road to Hollywood wa a circuitous
one. He took commercial art classes in a joint vocational
chool, but found it boring. "I like to work with people; I like
the collaborative proce ,"he ay . "At a drawing board you
work by your elf." Rai ed in a working-cla home, he decided
after high chool to go to college, the fir tin his family to do
so. "I wa lucky to get into college," he says. "My grades
weren't that good." He spent one year at Sinclair Community
College.
Then Ander on started reading all he could find about film
making. "It was about the time that Raiders of the Lost Ark and
the Star Wars movies came out," he says. "I thought it might
be fun to make film . I started reading and seeing movies by
the great directors, like Frank Capra and Alfred Hitchcock. I
realized they were the artists of our time. If great artists like
Van Gogh and Caravaggio were alive today, they wouldn't be
painting, they'd be making film ."

M
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With hi intere t in film making kindled, Ander on learned that
Wright State had a film program. Hedging hi bet , he decided to
combine film tudie and communication. "I decided to mix
them," he ay . "It wa the marte t thing I ever did." Le on
learned in his communication cour e have erved him well.
"They threw you out in front of class and made you perform and
ell," Anderson ay . "That' eighty percent of Hollywoodbeing able to talk to people and ell them on your idea ."
He also took film clas e . "I took ba ic film classe and got
hooked on it. After I made two or three Super 8 film , I knew I
wanted to get into the movie busine s." His first job wa a madefor-TV movie, Thompson's Last Run, with Robert Mitchum. "I
begged for a job and they said, 'Fine, you'll be in craft service."
But while working on the film, he aw an opportunity. The
production was floundering. "The art director couldn't draw and
the director couldn't visualize," he ays. "So I did drawings based
on the set designs. That worked."
Then he worked as a et dre er. The experience nearly ended
hi career. "They ju t about bu ted me," he says. "I worked 60hour weeks. They were relentles . I thought, 'I'm not going to do
this stuff.' "
Anderson had admired the work of the Coen brother ince
seeing their film Blood Simple in college. When he heard they
were making a film in Arizona, he headed there and eventually
they hired him to do the toryboard for Raising Arizana. "I
toryboarded the whole movie. I learned a lot and I'm till
learning."
Anderson ay the Coen brother are creative film makers who
plan their films carefully so they're made for much les money
than other film . "Joel and Ethan always toryboard their entire
film o they always know what i going to happen, what they are
trying to attain. You know a movie ha been toryboarded
becau e it has thi incredible visual balance."
In an industry where the average cost to produce and market a
film i nearly $60 million, not all film makers are so careful. "It
can be a huge money pit out here," he ay . "People ju t shoveling
it in. Businesses can spend $10 to $20 million over a period of
years. Movies can spend that much in 90 days. Everything must
be organized or you can lose money like you wouldn't believe."
Although Anderson spends most of his time behind the
camera, he has had his 15 minutes of fame in front of the camera.
In Fargo, he plays the dead body laying face down in the snow
that was used in the movie's poster. "I got killed in Fargo. Joel
thought it would be fun to kill me," he quips. "He thought I
looked cowardly."
Fargo was nominated for even academy awards including
best picture and a best actres nomination for Frances
McDormand, who portrayed Marge Gunderson. Although

to the Big Screen
Ander on didn't attend the Academy
Award ceremony, where McDormand
won for best actress, he did attend a party
with the Coen brothers and McDormand
the night before. "Fran deserved that
statue," he says.
Anderson clearly enjoys working with
the Coen brothers, and he always makes
himself available to do their films. "It's
the best working experience of my life,
doing these movies. It's like playing, not
like working at all." He's currently
working on The Big Lebowski, a new
Coen brothers' film starring Jeff Bridges
and John Goodman. Anderson calls it "a
case of mistaken identity: the bowlers vs.
the nihilists. Bridges and Goodman are
the bowlers and Peter Stormare and Flea

from the Red Hot Chili Peppers are the
nihili t ."
Anderson enjoys his work, but he's
hoping to be able to direct his own films
again someday. "I miss making the little
movies I made in college," he says. "The
process is the process no matter what. I
really miss being experimental."
Anderson credits his university
experience for much of his success. "If it
weren't for college, I could never have
gone into the film business," he says.
"That's where I got my hands-on
experience. Wright State is a great
university and a great film school, and
my communication classes really made a
difference."

BY CINDY YOUNG

Although Anderson work in Hollywood, he till lives in Dayton. "I think I'm
the only one in the busine who still lives
in Dayton," he say . "When people get out
here they forget what it's like. They get
spoiled and forget that people have to
work for a living."
Besides, according to Anderson,
Dayton is a great place to make movies.
"For people who want to make movies,
there is a great place to go-right around
the comer at Wright State." ~

A sample of Anderson's storyboard art for
The Big Lebowski, a movie starring
Jeff Bridges and John Goodman.
(Art work and top-left photo courtesy of J. Todd Anderson.)

Photo: Ryan J. Hulvat
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Area Middle
and High School
Students Learn
About

the

f un
c em1s ry
By Connie Steele

GLOWING PICKLES,

oozing luminescent soap suds, and a rousing chemical

salute to Wright State in which solutions change from clear to gold to
green-these and other amazing feats of everyday science are the handiwork of WSU's very own science guys, professor John Fortman and
associate professor Dan Ketcha. Every year they bring thousands of area
middle and high school students to the Wright State campus to see their
fast-paced and visually exciting chemistry shows.
16
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"Chemistry demon tration bring
lessen the expense of traveling, Fortman
cience up clo e and per onal, something
and Battino brought all how home to the
you can't get from a textbook," says
main campu in 1991 .
ortman. "Th how illu trate the fun and
In an effort to reach out to more chools,
wonder f chemi try while teaching imple
they put their demonstration on videole ons through experimentation."
tapes, which have been old to school ,
The demon trations ar held during
throughout the U.S. and shipped to
wint rand . pring breaks and attract over
countries on very continent. B sides
7, 0 junior high and high chool students
. howing experiments to dangerous or
from an ight-county area. They are so
expensive for the average classr om, the
popular that they are fully booked within a
taped d mon trations erve a model for
week once the chedule i announced in the
-cience teacher wanting to do live
fall for the upcoming school year.
presentation in their own cla room .
Beside the immediate educational value
The shows, which cost about $9,000 a
of the show , the demonstrations also serve
Associate professor Ketcha and the "dragon 's
year to produce, are funded through various
a larger purpose. A 1991 survey of WSU
toothpaste"
ources, including foundations, corporafreshman chemistry classes revealed that 38 percent had attended
tions, and various campus ources. For the past two years, the
one of the hows sometime during their pre-college years. Of
Mathile Family Foundation has provided support, and other
those, 25 percent indicated that the demonstrations were a factor
major contributors have been the Dow Chemical Company
in their decision to attend WSU as well as to eek further science
Foundation and the Martha Holden Jennings Foundation.
education.
Fortman travels around the country, peaking to other
Fortman begins his shows by exploding a balloon filled with
chemical educators at national conferences and serving as a tour
helium and another with hydrogen to illustrate the properties of
speaker for the American Chemical Society. His topics range
different gases. The latter creates a onic boom that reverberates
from the chemistry of the automobile and the science of magic to
off the walls of Oelman Hall auditorium.
the chemi try of everyday substances.
"I like to start things off with a big bang," he ays. "This one
"We' re always developing new demonstrations ourselves or
gets their attention right away."
adding our own personal touch to ones that other science
WSU' s science guys often add a little ideshow shtick to
educators have developed," explains Fortman. "But in even the
illu trate a point. In the smashed thumb trick, Fortman appear to
simplest demonstrations, we try to instill a sense of wonder. And
immer e hi gloved thumb in a
although the experiments are entertaining, we stress that
container of liquid nitrogen, which
this i science and not magic." ~
would fre ze :fle h solid in a manner of
second . He then hatter the nowBurning books and solutions that change colors : Professor Fortman
brittle gloved thumb (actually a piece
demonstates some basic principles of chemistry.
of au age) with a hammer to demontrate the phy ical changes brought
about by extreme cold and the danger
of exposing skin to extremely cold
material . Other demon trations
include the glowing pickle, which
illustrates the electric conductivity of
sodium chloride, and luminescent oap
suds, which relates to the :flashing of
fireflies.
The chemistry shows were first
presented at Wright State 20 years ago by
Fortman and fellow chemistry professor Rubin
Battino. Ketcha stepped in to fill the void when
Battino retired in 1995.
During those first years, Fortman and Battino
took their shows to area schools in addition to
their presentations at Wright State. But the
shows were so popular that soon there was a
three-year waiting list for their road shows. In
order to accommodate more chools and to

q[irca 1977:
'The Tyrant's Foe'
By Ron Wukeson

Mv FIRST VIVID MEMORY of working for the
Guardian was seeing my friend Gaylon
shoved through a door and "stabbed" with a
paper knife.
All of us would-be Guardian reporters, in
a training session, froze in our seats until
Gaylon started laughing and his "attacker"
held up the paper blade and said , "This is a
knife, y'all." Our new boss, Tom Beyerlein,
ordered: "Take 1Ominutes and write a story
based on what you just saw happen."
That was my introduction to reporting
for the Guardian. In my stint with the paper
from 1976 to 1978, I never covered
anything as dramatic as that fake stabbing.
But then all I wanted from the job was a
chance to make money while I earned my
English degree. The Guardian gave me that,
and then some.
I was never cut out to be a gung-ho
journalist, but in the post-Watergate days of
the late '70s, journalism was serious
business for many of my colleagues. Our
editors-all of them would-be Woodwards
and Bernsteins-were wary of the abuses of
authority and looked to journalism as a way
to fight injustice. It sounds corny now, but
in 1977 the Guardian nameplate actually
carried the legend "The tyrant's foe, the
people's friend."
Suspicion of the establishment was not
entirely unjustified. The most dramatic story
during my tenure was the fall of thenprovost Andrew Spiegel, whose plan to give
administrators free parking spaces drew a
no-confidence vote from outraged faculty.
Within half a year, the provost position was
abolished, the administration was reorganized, and Spiegel was demoted (he
eventually resigned).
Another raging issue was whether
students had the free-speech right to screen

Since the Guardian first appeared on campus in 1965, it's been the
voice and record of a growing and changing university community.
Ron Wukeson, a publications editor in the Office of Public Relations was a staff writer for the Guardian 20 years ago; Anthony
'
Shoemaker is today's editor-in-chief. We've asked the two to share
about how working for the Guardian provided more than a paycheck-it helped define their college experience and provide a
career path.
the adult film Deep Throat on campus. Only
two months on the job, I wrote a story
revealing that Deep Throat had actually
already been shown on campus in a human
sexuality class.
With the irreverence of the times,
Beyerlein would jokingly order us reporters
to bring back the scalps (or less mentionable anatomical parts) of certain administrators on a silver platter. But Tom stunned
us when he announced he was leaving the
Guardian to take a co-op job in public
relations for the Air Force. One morally
outraged staff member accused him of
becoming a "pawn for the power structure."
Our production processes were state-ofthe-art then, but antique now. I typed
everything on an IBM selectric typewriter,
and used what Beyerlein jokingly called "the
Ron Wukeson cut-and-paste method" of
writing: I wrote the paragraphs out of
order, cut them
apart, then
taped them
back in the right
order. Those
paper-and-tape
scraps were
completely retyped
by a typesetter on
brand-new phototypesetting equipment
that was about the size of a
refrigerator. Our layout staff
Ron Wukeson
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would then paste the camera-ready strips
of copy onto cardboard layout sheets, by
hand and, often as not, a bit crooked.
For 1Oyears now I've been back at
Wright State as a staff member. I still pick
up a Guardian and read it from time to time.
After all, where else will I ever learn if I've
become a pawn
of the power
structure?

A Campus Voice

For Every Generation
QCirca 1997:
AClassroom, a Home

started back when I was editor of the
Meadowdale High School paper, The Lion's
Roar.
I found the employees to be a hearty
By Anthony R. Shoemaker
breed . They breathed, ate, and slept the
Guardian. With the older equipment, it took
THE GUARDIAN IS MORE than a student newspalonger
to produce the paper. Many nights
per-it's a classroom, a business, and a
home. For the past four years, this newspa- the editors worked so late that there wasn't
much use in going home. Some mornings I
per has been a major part of my life.
would
come in early, and it was not
I first entered the Guardian office in
uncommon
for me to trip on someone
August 1993, just a few weeks before I
sleeping
on
the
floor.
started my freshman classes. It was in the
Working
for
the
Guardian has given me
old University Center, and the paper was
opportunities
not
available
to the average
done on very old Macs. Jeremy Dyer was
student.
As
a
young
reporter,
I covered
the first student employee I met; he told me .
Wright
State's
inauguration
of
a new
how much fun it was and how cool all of
president,
Harley
Flack,
in
the
fall
of 1994. I
the people were. Of course, the real reason
have
interviewed
Ohio
Gov.
George
I wanted to work for the Guardian was to
Voinovich and other local and state politibroaden my journalism experience, which
cians. During the 1994-95 year, the
Guardian covered the NAMES AIDS
Memorial Quilt visit to campus, the debate
over multiculturalism, and the re-election of
Toby Pinkerton, the only student to be voted
president two times. I covered the arrest
and trial of a former WSU tennis instructor
convicted of murder.
As a sophomore I was promoted to
campus news editor. The same year the
Guardian moved into the new Student
Union offices and saw major technological
advances. Today the
newspaper is produced with
mostly Macintosh Performa
computers and programs such
as PageMaker and PhotoShop.
With our new printer, we can
print entire pages on one sheet of
paper without having to cut and
paste articles. We still use a
darkroom to develop negatives, but
most photographs are placed electronically into the computer file.
In June 1995, I became the editor-inchief. I was only 20 years old and responsible for managing a $100,000 a year
Anthony Shoemaker

business that is self-supporting, mainly
through advertising sales. I manage 30
employees, which include writers, editors,
sales reps, and photographers. Most of
them are older than I am.
During 1995 we had many great stories.
We were the only college newspaper in the
world covering the Bosnian Peace Talks at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. We
witnessed the coming of Ukrainian basketball player Vitaly Potapenko and his leaving
as a first-draft pick by the Cleveland
Cavaliers. We saw Sodexho move in to
replace Marriott as WSU's food provider.
As editor-in-chief, I am most proud of
the success of Guardian employees after
they leave the newsroom. Many of them
have moved on to other newspapers. I am
preparing to start a three-month internship
at USA Todaythis summer in Arlington, VA.
Little did I know that when I first entered
the Guardian office, I would still be here
four years later. There are times when I look
at my paycheck after putting in a very long
day and wonder why I do this every week.
However, every Wednesday afternoon,
when I pick up a copy of the Guardian hot
off the press, I realize how proud I am of
what we do here. We provide a forum for
our students to express their opinions and
provide news they couldn't get anywhere
else. We are all dedicated to the Guardian.
It is this dedication that has made it one of
the most respected college newspapers in
America. (j

Editor's Note: The Guardian garnered a
Gold Medalist rating in March by the
Columbia Scholastic Press Association.
Just a month before, the newspaper
achieved an "All American" rating from
the Associated Collegiate Press, includ·
ing an "All Columbian Honors" award
given only to campus newspapers rated at
or above the 95th percentile in judges
scoring.
Community Spring 97
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THE 'PEARL'
Vl\OF AFRICA

Last December, Lillie Howard traveled to Uganda as a member of a trade and educational exchange mission to
establish ties with Makerere and Nkumba Universities. Sponsored by U.S. Rep. Tony Hall, the WSU delegation also
included Mark Clasen, chair and associate professor of family medicine, and 13 other business and educational
leaders.
As a result of the trip, a memorandum of understanding was signed with the universities, paving the way for
student, faculty, information, and technology exchange. The agreement underscores the philosophy that international
trade is not only the trading of goods and services, it's also a sharing of ideas, knowledge, and research.
Following is Howard's personal account of her 10-day trip that not only forged ties with new sister institutions half
a world away, but also fulfilled one of her life-time goals of visiting the continent of Africa.
by Lillie P. Howard
0 THE DAY AFTER THA KSGIV! G, Novemb r 29, 1996, at the
invitation of U.S. Congre man Tony Hall, we embarked on a tenday trade mi sion to Uganda, Africa. Congres man Hall i a clo e
per onal friend of the pre ident of Uganda, H. E. Yoweri Kaguta
Mu veni, who vi ited Dayton and Wright State Univer ity la t
year and whose visit we were reciprocating.
In preparation for the trip, we had taken the requi ite
medical precaution - Tetanu , Diphtheria, Hepatiti A,
and Yellow Fever immunizations; begun a regimen of
malaria pill and acquir d C clor, the all-purpo e
antibiotic, Pepto Bi mol tablet, etc.-cl ared our
calendar. , arranged for child car where n eded,
combed the intern t for the late t inf rmation ab ut
Uganda, and watched the newspaper headline daily
for rea urance that the warfare in urrounding
African countrie wa till contained and had not
yet pilled over into tho e part f Uganda we
intend d to vi it. We watched th itinerary
for our trip continue to emerge a plan
were finalized, and th n we were offon what would prove to b the journey
of a life time.
Our vi it in Uganda wa a carefully
directed, ix-and-a-half-day whirlwind
tour, prinkled liberally with meeting
with diplomat . We met in Kampala,
our home ba e, with univer ity
admini trators, including the vicechancellor, dean , ome taff and
many department heads of
Makerere Univer ity, the national
re earch univer ity of Uganda.
We al o met eparately with the
vice chancellor and hi
20
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a . i tant of Nkumba Univer ity, Entebbe, and vi ·ited with
HIV-po itive and other children in an orphanage where Tony
Hall and hi family had worked and forged tie during earlier
vi it to Uganda.
The crowning highlight of our mi ion, of cour e, wa our
vi it with Pre ident Museveni at hi cattle ranch in Rwakitura,
and, for me per anally, the igning of the Memorandums of
Under tanding (MOU' ) with Makerere Univer ity and
Nkumba. The e agreement will make po ible the formal
exchange of faculty, taff, and tudent between either of
the e in tituti n and Wright State Univer ity. The
perrni ive language of the agreement al o open, the
do r for formal participation in th exchange by
Sinclair and other intere. t d local in tituti n. .
While we were having a rath r grand time, we were
doing ·o in a somewhat urreal environment: Our
arrival at Entebb International Airp rt on Sunday,
December 1, for xample, was met with armed
soldier who appeared to be encamped at the
airport. It wa a very vi ible reminder of the
realitie. that had made new. paper headline
back in the State before we left and that had
made my own two kid apprehen. ive about
my going. Mo t of our excur i n out of
the city of Kampala were accompanied,
either in the van with us or traveling
in eparate car , by armed government ecurity agent . We knew, of
cour e, that much, if not all, of thi
armed protection wa becau e of
the presence of a U.S. Congre man. All of these oldier and
ecurity officer were protecting
lzirn.
Photo: Amy Anderson

From left: Howard and the University of Makerere's vice chancellor J. P. M.
Ssebuwufu and deputy vice chancellor Justin Epelu-Opio sign a memorandum of
understanding between the two universities. Looking on is Rick Carne, chief of
staff for Congressman Tony Hall.

Because we were under the protection of the Congressman and
part of a trade delegation, we operated for the most part at a
certain level of Ugandan society. The teeming culture that we saw
on the streets, the hundred of minivans that formed the mass
transit system in Kampala and that leisurely clogged the roads at
every turn, the native Ugandans on their bicycles, frequenting the
local outdoor markets, walking purposefully along the streets, and
the groups of children in their brightly colored school uniforms all
seemed virtually oblivious to us. In many ways, they were in basrelief, the cultural backdrop against which our "trade" was being
conducted. To them we were no doubt a barely noticeable ripple
in the daily tides of their lives, except perhaps when we visited the
local arts and crafts market which seemed to come alive during
our all-too-brief presence.
What I liked most about this Ugandan tableau, from our official
executive level meetings to the everyday street scenes unfolding
outside our van windows- was that though I had read and heard
oft repeated that Uganda had been plundered and raped by one of
its own, Idi Amin, and was now rebuilding, re-creating itself with
the help of trade delegations like our and others interested in
"investing" in the country's future, no where did I see Ugandans
behaving like victims of the past. Rather, they seemed a highly
educated, very proud, very self-conscious people, fully intuned
with their pre-Amin glory and its dynastic history and determined
to reclaim that greatness.
This trip for me was obviously a professional undertaking, one
I had readily accepted at the request of President Flack when he
discovered he would be unable to make the trip himself. He was
interested in forging exchange agreements with Africa similar to
those we had developed year ago with Brazil, China, and Japan.
On a personal level, however, I, too, was interested in what my
kids would call "hooking up" with Africa, for going to Africa had
long been on my master list of "things to do" during the short
tenure of my life.
One of the most defining moments of the trip came for me
when we visited a local orphanage with which Tony Hall had
strong ties. As I stood looking around to get my bearings, I locked
eyes with a toddler who, clad in a loose dress, had silver dollarsize open sores on his legs and who would flinch and cry out
almost imperceptibly in pain whenever a fly would bite into a
sore. As I foraged in my purse for band aids to give the toddler
ome relief and looked pleadingly at Mark Clasen to do something

to help, the toddler left the Catholic sister's side and walked over
to me to give me a hug. A I tooped and embraced the child, my
heart cried. I felt that thi child was my own omehow, that
thousands and thou and of miles away from my own birth
children, I had happened upon another member of my biological
family. I did not realize until later that the open sores on the
child' leg were the ravage of AIDS; or that the dres -clad child
with the beautiful haunting eye wa a boy instead of a girl. All
I had seen was a child in obviou di tress in need of a hug and
unconditional love. I willingly, naturally gave both. ~

Howard is professor of English and Associate Provost for
Academic Affairs

A Language of Understanding:
Musings on Uganda
Excerpts from the journal of Mark E. Clasen
'1 SPOKE WITH THE DEAN of the Medical School at the University of
Makerere, went on teaching rounds, and conversed with students
in the library. Before ldi Amin, this was the
intellectual repository of communicable disease
information. Now, they set their sights on a
community-based medical curriculum [like Wright
State's]. The dean and I have much to talk about."

•

"I began to wonder why encounters with Ugandans were so
uplifting and meaningful. I answered my own question by the
simple realization that a language of mutual understanding
occurred quickly. It was then I began to realize some of the least
perceived truths about the gifts and strengths of growing up in a
multicultural society called the USA.
"If I had not known African American physicians, educators,
musicians, and fellow students as friends, growing up in the
United States of America, I would not have understood why the
language of Uganda sounded so familiar. I want to suggest to
educators, mentors, and parents that these hidden treasures of our
diverse society will help our next generation command more
understanding and garner more power in the world to come."

•

"The nuances of the Ugandan encounter have changed my
initial expectation of a sorrow-laden Uganda to that of a country
that sings of a joyful now amidst all the sorrow, and the power and
love which drives a country and its people to shine as the "Pearl of
Africa."
Mark E. Clasen is chair, Department of Family Medicine,
WSU School of Medicine
Community Spring 97
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COACH'S CORNER
Ron Nischwitz:
Coaching RBis
and GPAs

Varsity W Looking for
Letterwinners
VARSITY w AN ORGANIZATION that seeks to keep
former letterwinners in touch with WSU
athletics (including electing members into the
WSU Hall of Fame) is looking to reestablish
contact with its members. The organization
suffered a setback in the fall of 1990, when its
membership files were lost due to a computer
system crash during the athletics department's
move from the old Physical Education Building
to the Nutter Center.
They still have some big gaps in their
membership list. The organization is calling for
all former letterwinners (and those who might
know the whereabouts of one) to call Brenda
Day, academic advisor, at (937) 775-2839 to
guarantee inclusion on the mailing list. ~
I

By Stephanie James Ely

RoGER RosENBLAn, who writes about baseball
like a poet describing his first
love, says "the beauty of the game is
that it traces the arc of life."
Indeed, in the 23 years that Ron Nischwitz
has coached Wright State's
team, the trajectory of the game has been
reflected in the dependable direction of the
convictions which lead him. Nischwitz has also
been knocked down by events that mirrored
the sudden unpredictability of
the game.
He took the mound against baseball greats
like Pete Rose, Yogi Berra, and Mickey Mantle
as a major league pitcher
in the 60s. He was Tom Seaver's pitching
coach when an arm injury during spring
training ended Nischwitz's professional
baseball career in 1967. Nischwitz is one of
only 13 coaches from 280 NCAA Division I
programs who played major league baseball.
A native of Dayton, Nischwitz was in his
sixth season at Wright State when his son
Gregg took the field as the Raider's pitcher.
The symmetry of the son following in the
father's footsteps ended abruptly after one
season, when Gregg, the second of four
children born to Ron and Sandy Nischwitz,
was killed in a construction accident at the
ageof19.
This season, the black whistle Nischwitz
uses to signal his team on the field is the only
visible sign that the former "Nisch," as this
season's 28 returning players refer to him, has
not fully recovered from the surgery a yearand-half ago to remove a benign tumor from
behind his left ear which left a vocal chord
paralyzed. The pre-game prayer, spoken in
"Nisch's" barely audible rasp, can only be
heard by the inner circle of players in the
huddle. But those on the outside know the
program by heart and bow their heads
respectfully until the final petition: "Keep us
safe and let us have fun."
He shares his philosophy and responsibility
with associate coach Bo Bilinski, the Wright
State alumnus and three-time Most Valuable
Player who has paralleled Nischwitz's career
since they both signed on in 1975.
The 1997 Raider team ranks first among
seven baseball schools in the Midwest
Collegiate Conference (MCC). Although bent on
someday taking his team to the college world
series, it is not Nischwitz's 22-year record 700 wins, three regular-season conference
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titles, two conference tournament championships, a runner-up finish in the NCAA Division
II College World Series, and a trip to the NCAA
Division I Regionals-that motivates him. "I
want to bring an athlete in and turn him into a
man in four years," he says. "I want to help
them set realistic expectations for their future
and try to show them the importance of having
ethics and morals and a commitment to what
you believe in."
"Nisch has taught me more off the field than
on the field," said Bill Stasik. A center-fielder in
his third Raider's season, Stasik led WSU and
the MCC in stolen bases last year and was
named Second Team All-MCC.
"He's the reason I chose coaching as a
career," said Dan Bassler, who became
Nischwitz's assistant coach five years ago, after
four seasons as a Raider infielder. "He's
humble and in tune with other people's needs.
He really stresses team unity and teaches the
guys to be responsible for their own actions,"
said the accounting and finance graduate.
"It is so much fun to see these guys
become successful," Nischwitz said. He seems
to take as much pleasure in his players' GPAs
as in their RBis. "It's what makes this job so
worthwhile."
This July, as Ron Nischwitz celebrates
turning 60 in increasingly good health, the
Raiders will join eight other regional teams in
the 17th annual Gregg Nischwitz Invitational
Tournament. The proceeds from this memorial
to his son will go toward a scholarship so
another student can learn to play ball. And to
be a man.~

---~·- -~

RAIDER

ATHLETICS

SPOR TS
SUMMARY
FALL
Men's Soccer (Won 11, Lost 6, Tied 3)
The Wright State men's soccer team got off to a fast start at
7-1-1, including wins over local rivals Xavier, Cincinnati,
Dayton, and Ohio State, but struggled in October and
November as WSU finished 2-4-2 in the MCC. Sophomore
goalkeeper Dan Cwiklik finished third in the nation in goals
against average at 0.69 and was selected First Team All-MCC.
Senior Shad Jeanfreau was named Second Team All-Mideast
and Second Team MCC, and sophomore Michael Sylborne
was Third All-Mideast.
Women's Soccer (Won 11, Lost 10)
The Wright State women's soccer team won seven of its last
eleven games to post its first winning record since 1991.
Several Raiders were named to the All-Conference teams:
juniors Tiffani Gover and Melissa Koesters along with Jody McCord were
named to the MCC's Second Team, while freshmen Taryn Jones,
Stephanie Monahan, and Sarah Schaeffer along with sophomore Amy
Toms were selected to the Newcomer Team.
Volleyball (Won 10, Lost 23)
The Wright ?tate volleyball team, with just two seniors and no juniors,
struggled with a tough schedule as they finished sixth in the MCC. Senior
setter Lisa Dearden finished her career as WSU's all-time leader in assists
and also placed in the top-1 Oin service aces, block assists, and digs.
Sophomore outside hitter Joanna Downie was a First Team MCC
selection.
Men's Cross Country
!he Wright State men's cross country squad placed in the top half
in all but one meet this season and finished fourth at the MCC
Championships. Adam Meier and Robert Sander each were named to the
All-Conference Team, and Meier was selected as the MCC's Newcomer of
the Year. Junior Todd Koehn led the Raiders throughout the season, with
five Top-20 finishes.
Women's Cross Country
The Wright state women's cross country squad finished fifth at the MCC
Championships as senior Sonja Rutt was named to the All-Conference
Team. Rutt was the winner at both the UD Alumni Race and at the WSU
Invitational, with five Top-20 finishes overall.

.

Swimming and Diving
Teams Win MCC
Championship
The men's and women's swimming and diving teams finished out their
seasons by winning the 1997 Midwestern Collegiate Conference (MCC)
Swimming and Diving Championships in Cleveland. Head coach Matt
Photo. Jett Hiles Liddy also took home a winning mark by being
named Head Coach of the Year.
The men set four conference meet records,
with junior Jason Schwartz repeating as a MCC
champion in the 100-yard butterfly and in both the
100- and 200- yard backstroke. The wins earned
him the Outstanding Swimmer of the meet.
Another men's standout was diver Jared Bitner,
who was selected Outstanding Diver. The MCC
title tops off a season marked by six wins and
seven losses.
The women went to the MCC championship
with a winning season of 9-4 to their credit. While
there, they won 13 events, winning the MCC title for the fifth time in six
years. Another diver taking home honors was Karen Lesh, who joined
Bitner in being named Outstanding Diver of the meet. ~

WINTER
Men's Basketball (Won 7, Lost 20)
The Wright State's men's basketball team struggled through a tough
schedule that included eventual national runner-up Kentucky, Elite Eight
participant Louisville, and five Mid-American teams with just one senior in
the roster. Sophomore Keion Brooks was a First Team All-MCC selection
while freshmen John Sivesind was selected to the Newcomer Team.
'
Women's Basketball (Won 6, Lost 21)
The Wright State women's basketball team struggled early but finished on
a high note as they won five of their final eleven games, including a 4-4
MCC record and a win over Big East member West Virginia. Sophomore
Beth Bartram was named to the MCC's Second Team. ~
Community Spring 97
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WRIGHT STATE WELCOMES NEW COACHES

Ed Schilling

Lisa Fitch

Hylton Dayes

1\-len's Basketball-Ed Schilling, former a i tant coach with
the New Jer ey Net of the NBA, was named head men'
ba ketball coach in March. A former tandout at Miami Uni verity, Schilling i known in ba ketball circle a a young coach
with a bright future.
Schilling' coaching background ha included a i tant coach
at the Univer ity of Ma achu ett and head coach of Logan port
High and We tern Boone High Schools in Indiana. He' al o
erved a head coach and lecturer of the Five Star Camp, head
coach of the McDonald' All-American team for the 1991
Capital Classic, and camp director of the Right Stuff Camp in
Birmingham, Alabama.

Women's Basketball-Taking the helm of the women'
ba ketball team i Li a Fitch, who erved a interim head coach
for the econd half f la t ea on due to the medical leave of head
coach Jerry Hall. Fitch came to Wright State a a i tant coach in
1993 from the Univer ity f Akron, where he had erved a
head c ach f r ~ ur ea n . he moved t a
iate coach at
W U in 1994. Previ u t the Akron p t, , he c a hed ba ketball and ftball at Wal h llege f r tw year '.
Fitch i a graduate f c n mic fr m Ohi Univer ity where
h wa, a f ur-y ar letterwinn r for the B beat. he earned her
ma ter' d gree in p rt admini tration from OU in 1982.
Coaching ba ketball come naturally for itch-her father, Bill
Fitch, ha coached everal NBA team , currently the Lo
Angele Clipper .
Men's Soccer-Hylton Dayes (88 B.S.E.G.), a four-time All
American and Raider Hall of Farner, has been named head men's
soccer coach. Daye played at WSU from 1982 through 1985,
and erved a assistant men's coach for the 1986 sea on. He wa
women's head occer coach from 1987 to 1993, garnering a
Coach of the Year award in 1990.
For the last three ea ons, he's been an assi tant coach for the
men' program at James Madi on Univer ity. During that time,
the JMU received three NCAA tournament bid , advancing to
the Final Eight in 1994 and 1995.
Dayes compiled a 64-48-11 record in even ea on a WSU' s
head women's coach, and a 51-13-6 mark atJMU. ~

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

Your Connection-The WSU Alumni Association
Yesl I want to maintain my connection to Wright State by joining the WSU Alumni Association. Enclosed is a
check (made payable to WSU Alumni Association) or charge account information.
Annual membership:
Life membership:

$35 single* $50 joint
$450 single (or through our installment plan of eight quarterly payments of $56.25)
$600 joint

Would you like to participate on an Alumni Association committee?
Would you like to serve as a resource for career networking?
Name

Social Security No.

Address
If you elect joint membership, please provide information on spouse.
Name

Social Security No.

OYes
OYes

ONo
ONo
Yr. of Graduation/Degree
Telephone

Year of Graduation/Degree

Charge Account Information

0 VISA

0 MasterCard
Card Number
Expiration Date
Membership dues are fees for programs and services and are not considered a tax-deductible contribution.
*Five dollars go to your college or school for alumni programming.
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THE DEMOCRATIC PRINT
Wright State University Art Galleries presented a spring

exhibition of contemporary relief printmaking entitled
The Democratic Print. The works represented 15 artists
and illustrated the strength and diversity of relief
printmaking today. The approaches included wood
and linoleum block prints, relief constructions, book

illustrations, multi-process combinations, and
installations involving printed relief elements. The
exhibition, curated by Kim Vito, assistant professor of
art and art history, and Craig Martin, University Art
Galleries coordinator, ran from April 6 through May 11 .
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